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First Christian Church 

Around the Church 
While we patiently wait for the “Covid” situation to resolve, here is what is happening around the church;  

Sunday Services: 

 1) Sunday Services will be outside on the grass behind the Fellowship Hall and at 9am for the  

foreseeable future.  This will help us beat the heat and enjoy our time together.  It will still include; 

worshipful singing, time in prayer, a study of God’s Word and time at the Communion table.  The desire 

is to continue to safely gather on Sunday mornings while still respecting  directives given to us. 

 

The branding continues:   

 Our new logo gives us the opportunity to update things around the facility;  

   1) Check out the new door signs for the classrooms and offices. 

 2) We are also in the process of creating some exterior signs to better direct people around the  

      property. 

Vision 2020 



Always with US! 

PASTOR PURL’S PEN 

The year 2020 will not soon be forgotten. Much as I 

remember the day, in the Library at Thomas Jefferson 

Junior High watching the Challenger Space Shuttle 

explode.  I was also in Madera on the day of the attack 

of the World Trade Center… we will remember this 

year of the pandemic and significant social unrest. 
 

There seems to be an overwhelming stream of 

images and information about both.  It is invading 

every area of our lives and this can create a tendency 

to helplessness.  With the questions and worries of the 

world today affecting all that we do, my 

encouragement is to remember there were similar 

questions asked in the Bible. 
 

Psalm 121:1-4 

1 I lift up my eyes to the mountains - where does my 

help come from?  2 My help comes from the Lord, the 

Maker of heaven and earth.  3 He will not let your foot 

slip - he who watches over you will not slumber; 

4 indeed, he who watches over Israel will neither 

slumber nor sleep. 
 

This Psalm expresses assurance and hope in God’s 

protection day and night.  Nothing diverts or deters the 

all powerful God from His plan.  In times like these it is 

good to be reminded that God is still on His throne; He 

is still in control. He is watching. He is more than a 

mere spectator. 
 

Lord willing... 

... we will continue in our study of the book of Matthew     

   together. 

...we will continue to meet Sunday mornings in the   

   shade. 

...we will continue to care and pray for one another  

...we will see a conclusion to Covid-19 

 

God Bless, 

Pastor Derrick  

Isaiah  33:6 

"He will be the sure foundation for 
your times, a rich store of  

salvation, wisdom and  
knowledge; the fear of the Lord is 

the key to this treasure." 


